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ABSTRACT: Animals and lower animals do not have sixth Sense?... NO...NO....NO... All living organism as well as non-living organism considered also have 6th sense in gradient order.

i. Which University mosquito studied to gain Techniques and cleverness to bite on the back beyond the reach of human hands?...

ii. How the birds and Animals could predict the signals well in advance and move safely to other elevated places during “TSUNAMI 2004” Which human could not predict?...

iii. How the pet dog could steal the chicken waste silently in the kitchen when owner under sleep?...

iv. How honey bee, spider construct well defined knitted structure house?...

This Scientific research article focus that not only human, all lower animals including Bacteria, Virus have “Intuition Sense” (Wisdom).

However human shall be considered as having “highest level” of sensory perception and 6th sense compared to other lower animals on origin.

It is further focused that the 6th sense level of human and Animals shall be considered like a “Communication link” to the “Master control unit” of the white hole region of Universe in a systematic Networking pattern called as “J-GATE” (or) “e-logics”. The region of J-Gate shall also be called as 6th sense domain.
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(Three Domain Logic)

i. Right dot represents “Functional region”

ii. Left dot represents “Structural region”

iii. Centre dot represents “6th Sense” Sequential logic region.
“Prayer, Meditation are like “wireless communication link” to master control unit of Universe. Sometime signal may fail. But let us dial continually to resort to the sixth sense link. Death shall be considered as the state of deep subconscious mind.”

- Author
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I. INTRODUCTION
It is focused that there are currently so many theories about 6th sense, Common sense, Intelligence, Intuition, Conscious mind, Subconscious mind, Coma mind...

What really “MIND” means?...
  i. Mind is source of Brain?..
  ii. Mind is matter (or) Energy?...
  iii. Mind is controller (or) Processor?...

“Mind is like “Fuel”; Brain is like “Energy” derived from fuel. Mind is like “Spirit”, Brain is like “Soul” derived from spirit”,

- Author

II. HYPOTHESIS
a) What “Brain” is made up of?...
   “Big Bang theory” focus that the Universe is believed to have been formed 13.7 Billon Years ago from “cloud of star dust”. If so “Brain” is the source of “Stardust”?...

   It is hypothesized that “BRAIN” shall be considered as White plasma matter derived from “J-RADIATION” composed of fundamental “ions” of Photon, Electron, Proton having “Zero mass”. The smallest unit of white plasma (plasma mind) shall be called as “BRAIN CELL”.

(Mind Logo)

(Brain Cell)
i. Proton ion is like “DNA”
ii. Electron ion is like “HORMONE”
iii. Photon ion is like “RNA”
iv. “J-RADIATION” is like “MIND”

MIND is like “Central Core” of brain. The philosophy of mind shall be defined within the following scope.
i. Mind shall also mean “Sixth Sense” (Master Control unit)
ii. Mind is the source of “All Senses”
iii. Mind is like “White Element” free from Hydrogen, Carbon, Nitrogen, ozone.

b) Mind differs from Brain?...
It is hypothesized that “MIND” shall be considered as source of “BRAIN”. The Brain cell shall be considered as composed of Particles of Photon, Electron, Proton having little higher mass compared to ions of mind. The philosophy of MIND, BRAIN shall be described as below. Mind shall mean “SINGLE SEGMENT BRAIN” (only wisdom)

![Diagram of Brain Segments](image)

- **Upward Gravity**
  - SINGLE SEGMENT BRAIN (Mind)
- **Downward Gravity**
  - THREE SEGMENT BRAIN (Three Sense)

It is hypothesized that the fundamental three-in-one segmental region of Brain shall be considered as master control unit comprise of three most fundamental “SENSES” (i.e) “OPTIC SENSOR”, “ELECTRIC SENSOR”, “MAGNETIC SENSOR”.
i. Right dot is like “MAGNETIC” (Right Nostril)
ii. Left dot is like “ELECTRIC” (Left Nostril)
iii. Centre dot is like “OPTIC” (Sixth Sense Logic)

“In proto Indo Europe language the MIND, BRAIN shall be called as “MATHI-e”, “MUTHI-e”

- Author

c) Philosophy of conscious mind, Subconscious mind?...
It is hypothesized that “Subconscious mind” shall be considered as the Transformed stare of “Conscious mind” having distinguished varied characteristics as described below.
d) Philosophy of Universal “SERVER” (CPU)?...

It is focused that “MIND” is considered as the “MASTER CONTROL UNIT” of universal Brain system. If so what about Server Unit (CPU)?... The whole cosmo Universe shall be considered like a nuclear bomb comprise of three in one nuclei Sun, Earth, Moon.

It is hypothesized that Universal server shall be considered as responsible for automatic change over among the “three domain” of control unit based on predefined programmer called as “e-Logics”. The philosophy of “Universal Server” shall be described as below.

i) Sun is like Dark Spirit
ii) Moon like Dark Soul
iii) Earth is like Dark Energy

It is focused that the relative position of SUN, EARTH, MOON shall consider play Vital role for evolution of three distinguished families of MIND, BRAIN system of Human, Animals in “Three Nuclear Ages”.
i) Conscious mind human (white mind)  
Human Origin state (Mars Planet)

ii) Subconscious mind human (Black Mind)  
Transformation state to earth

iii) Gamma mind human (Blue Mind)  
1st generation

iv) Beta mind human (Green Mind)  
2nd generation

v) Alpha mind human (Red Mind)  
3rd generation

e) Etymology of word “Sixth sense”?...

Case study shows that ‘Sixth sense’ is considered as the ability to perceive the subtle dimension (or) the unseen world of Angels, ghosts, heaven beyond the normal five senses (ie) smell, taste, sight, touch, and sound. Extra sensory perception (ESP), clairvoyance, premonition, intuition are synonymous with sixth sense (or) subtle perception ability.

It is hypothesized that in the expanding universe “J-RADIATION” shall be considered as the “SOUL” of all radiations. The J-Radiation shall be considered as the highest of “Energy level” called as “CHISU” (OR) “CHULE” in proto Indo Europe language. The other five radiations shall be considered as evolved in different phases in the expanding universe having different energy level exist in Tier formation of different Layers. In other words “J-RADIATION” shall be considered as the “6th level” (highest energy level) Radiation. The “J-RADIATION” shall be considered as primitive stage to “PLASMA MATTER” called as “ALASMA MATTER”.

f) Prehistoric human had only single type Blood?...

It is hypothesized that the prehistoric human (Angel population) had only single type Blood “AB” (Universal acceptor) called in Proto Indo Europe language as “OTHIRAM”. Othiram shall mean natural Alasma matter composed of ions of photon, Electron, proton and free from Hydrogen, Carbon, Nitrogen ozone. The othiram shall be considered responsible for inducing “Super consciousness”. It is speculated that after the birth of first sunlight on the Earth planet other types of blood might be evolved in three nuclear ages under different environment condition and categorized as below:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|i) | Angel family (white mind)  
AB type only (ions behavior) |
| ii) | Gamma mind human (Blue mind)  
AB type only (particles behavior) |
| iii) | Beta mind human (Green mind)  
AB, A, B type only (Molecules behavior) |
| iv) | Alpha mind human (Red mind)  
AB, A, B, O type (Complex matter) |

It is further hypothesized that Birth of “Oxygen Breath” shall be considered as responsible for increase in Intelligence level and reduction in Wisdom level. Further emotional feelings such as fear, worry, stress shall be due to oxygen breath.

“The blood type of ADAM, EVE (Angel family) shall be considered as single blood type AB”  
- Author

g) Philosophy of White clay?...

The Author of this article when doing 9th standard (Rural school) one day was scolded by class teacher and saying that Do you have BRAIN .... (or) “CLAY”. If so, BRAIN is associated with CLAY?.... It is hypothesized that in proto Indo Europe language “BRAIN” shall be called as “KALI MANN”.

“KALIMANN” shall mean “white clay” composed of ions of Photon, Electron, Proton and free from Hydrogen, Carbon, Nitrogen, ozone.
It is hypothesized that ADAM, EVE might have had “white clay” before consuming forbidden fruit and under the state of highly conscious. After consuming forbidden fruit white clay might have become “brain” by brain cell acquiring higher mass which led to deep “subconscious state “.

h) What does mean “Death”?
It is hypothesized that “Death” shall be considered as the state of deactivation of “SOUL” from “J-RADIATION” and exist under deep subconscious state. It shall be reactivated if required at later just like “SIM NUMBER” in the mobile communication system.

i) Philosophy of sleepless human Ancestor?
It is hypothesized that “Human Ancestor” stated living in “MARS PLANET” and descended to EARTH PLANET even before origin of first sun light emission. The Human Ancestor in the early Universe could breath only “WIND” composed of only ions of Photon, Electron, Proton and free from Hydrogen, Carbon, Nitrogen, Ozone. The Hydrogen, carbon, Nitrogen, ozone considered originated only after origin of Sun light emission.

Further in the early Universe the “WIND Breath” ancestor (Angel family) (single segment Brain) shall be considered as having distinguished from modern human. The wind Breath ancestor shall also be called as “Sleepless” and “Highly conscious” state of human. It is hypothesized that modern human could start sleep subsequently gradually due to different Breath in different Nuclear age as described below.

| i) | Wind Breath (MARS Planet) | Sleep less state human |
| ii) | Transformation State to Earth | Subconscious State human (Deep sleep) |
| iii) | Ozone Breath | Semi awakening state human |
| iv) | Oxygen Breath | Wakening state human |

It is hypothesized that different level of subconscious state may be due to variation in Oxygen level as described below.

i. Active waken state - High level Oxygen Breath.
ii. Sleep state - Decreased Oxygen level Breath
iii. Semiconscious state - low level Oxygen breath
iv. Subconscious state - Ozone level Breath
v. High conscious state - Wind Breath
vi. Death state - Absence of “J-RADIATION”

The model “Sleepless Ancestor” shall be narrated as below.

(i) WISDOM (Sixth Sense)
In the early universe the “Sleepless Ancestor” (100% wisdom) shall be considered as highly Wise, Psychic, Energetic, could not speak through sensory means but could understand on mere VISION.

j) Case study on Bible

It is hypothesized that ADAM, EVE before consuming forbidden fruit could breath wind in the early universe and Sleepless and could obey the command of CREATOR always. After consuming the “forbidden fruit” they might have transformed into deep sleep state and could be under Highly Subconscious state somewhere on the Earth and hence the creator started searching for him and called “ADAM WHERE ARE YOU”?...
III. CONCLUSION:

It is focused that “Absolute wisdom” state of Brain shall be considered as the Absolute level of “6th sense” (100% wisdom) of human. The state of Wisdom could be gradually decreased due to consistent increase in “BRAIN CELL MASS” in three Nuclear ages. The wisdom state level of modern human shall be considered around only 10% but “Intelligence”, “Common sense” resorted to 70%, 20% respectively.

It is further focused that RESPIRATORY SENSE shall be considered as the most fundamental sense and shall be considered as responsible for “SIXTH SENSE OF HUMAN”.
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i. Right dot - Magnetic Sense (Source of commonsense)
ii. Left dot - Electric Sense (Source of Intelligence)
iii. Center dot - Optic Sense (Source of Intuition)

“Common sense is the collection of prejudices acquired by age 18”

- Albert Einstein
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